index welcome page for the historic arms resource centre - presents this site with the aim to provide enthusiasts and collectors with reference material regarding british and commonwealth military training rifles conversions ancillaries with a small number of relevant other nations examples plus classic small bore or, bren light machine gun wikipedia - the bren gun usually called simply the bren are a series of light machine guns lmg made by britain in the 1930s and used in various roles until 1992 while best known for its role as the british and commonwealth forces primary infantry lmg in world war ii it was also used in the korean war and saw service throughout the latter half of the 20th century including the 1982 falklands war, the winchester model 52 rifles rifleman org uk - the winchester model 52 rifles see also the 22 rim fire winchester 1903 semi automatic rifle used as a first world war training weapon, fn fal wikipedia la enciclopedia libre - el fal es un arma autom tica con sistema accionado por los gases del disparo seg n los modelos es totalmente autom tica o semiautom tica el cargador es de 20 o 30 cartuchos aunque estos ltimos se suelen utilizar solamente para las versiones de ametralladora ligera, rainbow six siege internet movie firearms database - gsh 18 sport the gsh 18 is a sidearm available to the spetsnaz ctu the depicted ctu is more specifically alpha group of fsb going under the more generic and well known spetsnaz name as with the two pistols mentioned above it is the russians high capacity low damage 9x19mm caliber pistol the particular model used in game is a gsh 18 sport a civilian offering intended for competition, a glossary of survival and preparedness acronyms terms - the u s marine corps mos for rifleman spoken oh three eleven see also 11b and mos the 28 000 to 29 700 mhz amateur radio band is approximately 10 meters in wavelength so it is called the 10 meter band the 10 meter band is adjacent to the citizen s band 27 mhz or 11 meters so it has, ghost recon wildlands internet movie firearms database - tom clancy s ghost recon wildlands is the latest installment in the ghost recon franchise it was announced during the ubisoft e3 2015 conference and was released on march 7th 2017 it is set in a massive and responsive open world with the whole campaign playable either solo or with up to 4 friends